The parliament of a nation of USA
& House of Representatives
The Senator & Congressman;
Dear Sir/Madam,
Today, with the Avian Flu spreading worldwide, the WHO and Bush administration which continue to
be unreasonable in assisting the China government to conceal the invention by Lin Zhen-man, a
law-abiding HK citizen, because which is the one and only that can cure the Avian Flu and SARS, so it
is utterly detestable and frustrating!
This is a topical subject of complain for the member of Congress of bicameral system! More
importantly, I wish to look up to the member of Congress to prevail that president Bush does not form
the evil terror-alliance with Jiang Ze-min, the former Chinese chairman!
First, the Congressman of Congress could be to find Jiang Ze-min, the former Chinese chairman
to pass through his “centralization secret order” to mobilize Donald TSANG Yam-kuen, the HK Chief
Executive who continued holding thus below attach 1 of the 500W power antenna of mobile phone at
short range to aim at the office place of Lin Zhen Man to perform inhuman murder by the means of
radiation of 270 multiples for over the standard. Not only that, Jiang Ze-min still had more to pass
through the Donald TSANG Yam-kuen to mobilized Justices of Hon. Chief Justice Li, Hon. Yeung JA,
Hon. Yuen JA, Hon. Yam J, Hon. Lam J, Hon. A Cheung J, Deputy High Court Judge To, Deputy
District Judge M. Wong and Master Levy etc. to judgments by booty to impute to technique and trump
up a fact means to protect the Secret-Society to plunder Lin Zhen Man’s investment factory in Shen
Zhen city of China thus HCA9585/1999 case of High court of Hong Kong etc. Why is it that the
Justices of HK has become a terrorist more terrifying than the Secret-Society?
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The Congressman of US Congress have always attached importance to the human rights and
rule by law of HK and China, before the evil fact proof, therefore, now if the members are unmoved by
the irrefutable evidence of above-mentioned, then it is surprising to find that one’s deeds are not in
accordance to one’s belief and will bring shame on the international society.
President Bush must be clear to know, why Jiang Zemin, the former Chinese chairman persists,
at all costs, make disgraceful requests that each country’s government assist to conceal Mr. Lin
Zhen-man’s invention to cure the SARS and Avian Flu? Why Jiang Ze-min persisted in at all costs
and disgraceful to tacitly agree for Bush to sell the eight submarines to Taiwan to barter for the
cancellation of Lin Zhen-man’s patent of aired three safety measures that was applied in the US patent
office?
Why Jiang Zemin to persisted at all costs and disgrace to meddle in judicature-just and to
destroy the image of HK to rule by law and to force the Judge of High court in the case of
HCA9585/1999 to permit the Secret-Society to plunder Lin Zhen-man’s factory assets by evil
one-sided statements to give judgments, still more the defendant was to admit an improper act in the
court, the immoral Judge still to keep the judgments of unofficial decision?
The truth is, Jiang Ze-min had a hand in the details of a legal case of HCA9585/1999 of Hong
Kong high court, because Jiang Ze-min or his subordinate was to direct defendant to wrongful act by
his left-hand, and to order the police to be on the sidelines, and to direct the Judge to give judgments
illegal under the fact of to trump up by defendant control by his right-hand for plunder Lin Zhen-man’s
factory assets of Shen-Zhen, Dong-Guan city of China!
Why Jiang Ze-min was determined to seize Lin Zhen-man’s assets by force? A retired official, Wang
Zhong-da who is Jiang Ze-min’s subordinate unequivocally told me on July.15, 2001 that “…the
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purpose of the government is to force you to cancel the retrial notify voluntarily that was under your
bill which approved by the High Court of Guang Dong of China!”
Jiang Zemin was the former Chinese chairman, but he also enjoyed his role as the eldest brother
of the Secret-Society to plunder and to oppress and terrorize a foreign businessman to stop the claims
of the judicial process, so Jiang Zemin was to pass through the Donald TSANG Yam-kuen of HK Chief
Executive to choose those immoral judges to keep off the terror acts of Jiang Zemin which to be
exposed in time for to intensity judicature to persecute for Mr. Lin Zhen-man!
As well as from this reason, Jiang Zemin knew his limitations and feared that if Lin Zhen-man got
the patent of aired three safety measures and it was to have priority using from Bush’s promised and to
achieve both fame and wealth, Jiang Zemin would not be able to conceal his terror-actions and
persecute lzm by judicature again! Therefore, Jiang Zemin had to lure great benefits to bribe Bush’s
personality and include the people by his side！ Mr. Jiang Zemin’s son Mr. Jiang jin-heng was pass
through the HK Wen Wei Po newspaper and www.Chinanews.com.cn of China Gov. to show up his
company how to use high salary of USD Two million to employ President Bush’s younger brother Mr.
Neil Bush and to send free pretty woman into Neil Bush’s hotel room every day during his HK or
China on Nov.27, 2003. The title of news is “if to expose the scandal again, it could affect the
re-election of Bush＂! The people have a reason to think, how many scandal is held in the hands of
Jiang jin-heng? President Bush was to hold somebody under duress in a different form?
All those who honestly care for human rights of China of the members of Congress of
bicameral system should not be surprised from the above-mentioned fact. Jiang Zemin is no different
from the terrorists, why then should President Bush be willing to work for Jiang Zemin to put on the
stage himself the sinner role of medicine history and unfaithfulness? Any person should be clear by
now, this is really not only about getting the benefits by selling the eight submarines to Taiwan, the
truth is the US President is willing to accept coercion of somebody into submission!
The Congressman of Congress of bicameral system should be able to access the website
http://www.ycec.com/UN/US-patent.htm, to know that although President Bush had ordered the US
patent officer to have the audacity to look down upon delivery proved by the Hong Kong, USA postal
service and to use as freebooter manner to censure the applicant “Mail Abandonment for Failure to
Respond to Office Action” and cancel the US Patent Application No. 10/029,951 of aired three safety
measures invent patent of Lin Zhen-man and which ahead of time using of former promise given by a
USA President! Therefore, in the human civilization history to value the field of intellectual property
rights, it is a shame and hurt it should be the honor of whole the United States of America!
About ten days ago, Mr. Li Ao, he is an influential person before Jiang Zemin with lawmaking
committee members of Taiwan and he was a pledged person in the TV news that he should bring a case
to US court to Bush before March of this year with his daughter of US nationality, because Bush sold
the eight submarines (offensive weapons) to Taiwan that was to transgress the law of Taiwan relation!
The members could inform the President Bush, with Jiang Ze-min in bargains of immoral it will to
come to nothing! The benefits of national defense it cannot to overtop the human rights, President
Bush was known this one reason! Particularly, then the President Bush was seen the murder witness
of machinations from the Jiang Zemin with Donald TSANG Yam-kuen in attach one.
The Congressman of Congress of bicameral system should be able to access the website
http://www.ycec.com/UN/Lt-to-world-060205.pdf to know, the Bush authorities make a fairy tale that
was to profess it could be hundred per cent to prevention and cure the Avian Flu by the University
of Pittsburgh for abate the crime- feet of US patent officer, because the examiner very, very the
Application No. 10/469,063 of Lin Zhen-man’s invent was does not to substitute!
The Congressman of Congress of bicameral system should be informed from CDC US on
Mar.2004. For instance in American, if is to conceal, the Centers for Disease Control and prevention
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of the US (CDC) necessity can adopt first, because they had exceed twenty thousand American person
deaths for flu between May of 2003 to Mar of 2004. These Americans ought not to die, this subject
for American medium, no any matter than this Lin Zhen-man’s invent more important! To respect
intellectual property in American enforcement, embody the civilized power conform with American
benefit completely！
The report subject CDC News Conference Transcript by Director DR. JULIE GERBERDING
on January 8, 2004 was concerned about children: “Today's Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report
does report that 93 children have died from flu so far this year, and that's a very, very sad and sobering
figure.＂The Press Office Press Release of CDC had published in his website on November 17, 2003，
the news release was revealed: “Each year in the United States 36,000 people die from complications
related to the flu＂. Is it possible that the President Bush did not known the concealer of medicine
invent that quite right the murderer!
Although above is the out-of-date statistics by CDC of US, but the disease variation of lung is
not often! Thus it can be seen, to help China to conceal my patent invention was inconsistent with
American benefit！America can resemble China secretly to put in used my invention? America had
the more intellectual property to requirement of other country for respect, for example the Microsoft
software! The America authorities could be to tort to take the lead? Furthermore, it was manifest
unsuitable for all the Congress’s Appropriations Act to prevent and contain the spread of Avian Flu in
the past, which person of deceived include all the Senator & Congressman!
The Congressman must remind the President Bush to respect science values！Any concealment
is only a short period for curing the Avian Flu and SARS. The members of Congress of bicameral
system and America President had traditions for defending the human civilization, it does not needs to
forbid any reason with Jiang Ze-min in bargains of immoral and to boycott Lin Zhen-man’s medicine
invent, because the Jiang Ze-min not differentiate is a terrorist!
Although it is due to Jiang Zemin’s initial mistake that resulted in Bush’s mistake in helping to
concealing and deceiving the world in a civilized world where intellectual property rights are highly
regarded. Therefore, I would strongly urge that the Senator & Congressman of the Congress are able to
convince President Bush to amend his wrongdoings. Otherwise, a civil suit against President Bush is
quite unavoidable.

Lin Zhen-man
Feb. 12, 2006

Hong Kong
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